In the six weeks up to April 11, around 26 million people in the United States applied for unemployment benefits. The jump in jobless claims over the past month and a half has been so sharp; the charts look like someone just hardcoded an error into them. Economists expect unemployment to peak as high as 25 to 30 percent in the U.S. as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.1 But the ifo Institute for Economic Research in Germany expects unemployment only to reach around 6 percent there. This isn’t because the U.S. has been hit so much harder by COVID-19 than Germany. It is because the U.S. and Europe have adopted different labor market policies in response to COVID-19. If the U.S. had to choose just one approach to labor market policy, then it has chosen the best one to suit its economy. The good news is the U.S. does not have to choose and could have the best of both worlds by following in Europe’s footsteps as well.

The U.S. and Europe have broadly the same labor market policy levers in place to respond to a downturn. They just tend to pull on different ones. European governments often pay employers to keep workers on the payroll, while U.S. policymakers rely mainly on unemployment insurance to help those newly out of work. This makes the unemployment rate an unfair indicator to judge the U.S. response because we aren’t trying to minimize unemployment; we are primarily aiming to mitigate it. In response to COVID-19, the U.S. has boosted its support to workers through unemployment insurance, loosening the eligibility criteria and paying claimants an additional $600 per week for two months. Relying on unemployment insurance works well when the industries hit the hardest have low productivity and high turnover under normal circumstances. According to the March employment data and more recent jobless claim data from individual states, a large percentage of jobs lost so far in the U.S. have come from such sectors, including leisure and hospitality, retail, and temporary business services.2 The beefed-up unemployment insurance benefits are relatively generous. Average weekly unemployment insurance last year was $378, and now with the extra $600 from the COVID-19 relief law, the average unemployed worker can collect $978 in unemployment benefits each week for two months.3 According to the Labor Department, the median weekly earnings for full-time workers was $957 in the first quarter of 2020, so roughly half of full-time workers can collect more with unemployment insurance over these two months than they could earn in their jobs.4 This offers support to employees in the food industry, for example, at a time when there is virtually no demand for dining out.5

Relying on unemployment insurance to support workers allows those who have no work to seek opportunities in other industries, improving labor market flexibility. Certainly, some companies and sectors that employed a lot of Americans before this crisis, such as restaurants, retail, airlines, and hotels, may not fully revive, and keeping workers connected to those jobs does neither them nor the economy a service. The sooner workers move on to healthier industries, the better.

That flexibility in the labor market has always been a hallmark of the American system. It creates more opportunities for workers, usually leading to a faster recovery from recession. It’s a big reason job creation has been more dynamic, and unemployment lower in the US than in Europe. During the Global Financial Crisis, the United States lost 5 percent of its jobs, compared with 3 percent in Europe. Afterward, it took 119 months, or just under 10 years, for the U.S. unemployment rate to reach its pre-crisis monthly low of 4.4 percent.6 U.S. unemployment had fallen to 3.5 percent in February before COVID-19 started impacting the labor market data. By contrast, eurozone unemployment still hasn’t returned to its pre-crisis low of 6.9 percent, 151 months later. By February, eurozone unemployment had declined only to 7.3 percent.

Unemployment insurance exists in Europe, too, but it is not usually the primary tool used to protect workers. European law tends to have more labor protections built in, which makes it more difficult for firms to fire and hire.7 Workers who lose their jobs there may have a harder time finding employment than their counterparts in the U.S. Given that, it is usually better for European workers to maintain a connection to their employer when demand falls rather than relying on unemployment insurance. To do that, most European countries rely mainly on government wage guarantees and work-sharing programs, whereby the government helps subsidize employees who work reduced hours. The UK government announced it would guarantee 80 percent of wages in response to COVID-19, and countries such as Germany, France, Italy, Belgium, and the Netherlands have employed work-sharing programs for decades. Following the Global Financial Crisis, for example, 16.9 percent of workers in Italy, 11.3
percent in Belgium, and 4.1 percent in Germany benefited from work-sharing programs, according to the Urban Institute.8 This compares with only 0.2% in the U.S. during the same period.

Maintaining a connection with employees and reducing employee turnover can cut costs considerably for firms and accelerate the recovery. Wage guarantee and work-sharing programs mean European companies can avoid having to recruit, hire, and train new employees and so can ramp production back up quickly once demand returns after a temporary drop. This is particularly important for high productivity sectors that require more skills.

If the shock to demand lasts longer, the European approach may have other advantages to the U.S. on reliance on unemployment insurance. According to the theory of duration dependence, a person’s probability of finding new employment tends to fall the longer he or she is out of work. If this downturn lasts a few quarters rather than a few months, relying only on unemployment insurance could be detrimental for workers. If they become detached from the labor force, participation rates and potential growth will fall, and the risks of social problems such as alcoholism and opioid abuse may increase.

This is where American policymakers can take a few pages out of Europe’s book. Each region has chosen the policy tools that work best for their economy. But the U.S. does not have to choose just one approach. 27 U.S. states have work-sharing programs, but they aren’t used extensively.9 According to the jobless claims data, U.S. employers filed 62,297 work-sharing claims by April 11, up by 22,433 from the previous week.10 This is compared with a jump by 9,467 in the same week in 2019 and is a drop in the bucket compared with the roughly 12.5 million Americans claiming unemployment insurance by April 11 under all programs. Take-up has been low in part because many businesses in those states are unaware of them.11

Research conducted during an economic expansion in Oregon and Iowa shows that some advertising of the work-sharing option for employers can dramatically increase their uptake.12 The impact would likely be even greater if conducted now as millions are claiming unemployment benefits every week. The new CARES Act includes resources to support existing work-sharing programs and to encourage new states to set them up. States should take advantage of these subsidies to use or establish work sharing.

The new Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) also builds on the Europeans’ playbook. It provides loans to small businesses that turn into grants for those firms that keep workers on their payroll, approximating a temporary wage guarantee system. But the PPP has had real problems—it was rolled out after many businesses had already shuttered, it is very likely still too small, and some firms have done the math and decided that a cheap loan is a better deal for them than a grant that requires them to carry a full payroll. The need for speed in setting up the PPP has led to a glitch-filled start. The PPP should be made permanent and should be an automatic stabilizer triggered by a jump in jobless claims or unemployment as a downturn begins.13

Salary guarantees and work sharing would enhance the U.S. safety net and enable the economy to better cope with demand shocks. Meanwhile, unemployment insurance should remain America’s first line of defense for the jobless given the country’s flexible labor market. Unemployment insurance can be made contingent on retraining and reskilling, to ensure workers are funneled away from industries that aren’t ever going to revive and towards sectors presenting opportunities. This requires effective retooling programs, and so this should be a focus for policymakers once salary guarantees and work sharing are embraced. This would not only protect workers in the face of a sudden crisis but help them adapt to the new economy that will eventually emerge.
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The labor market should be viewed at both the macroeconomic and microeconomic levels. Unemployment rates and labor productivity rates are two important macroeconomic gauges. Individual wages and number of hours worked are two important microeconomic gauges. The macroeconomic view of the labor market can be difficult to capture, but a few data points can give investors, economists, and policymakers an idea of its health. The first is unemployment. During times of economic stress, the demand for labor lags behind supply, driving unemployment up. Labor market segmentation refers to a salient divide between secure and insecure jobs and is related to problems in important areas, including macro-economic efficiency, workers’ well-being and repercussions for social cohesion. EU-28 countries have started a new wave of labor market reforms in the aftermath of the 2008/2009 crisis to tackle a number of issues, including labor market segmentation. However, in the aftermath of the Great Recession, some of the most segmented and crisis-ridden counties in Southern Europe implemented substantial deregulation, including France, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Slovenia and Spain (OECD 2013; Gama et al. 2015). Shown in Fig. Active labour market policies (ALMPs) are government programmes that intervene in the labour market to help the unemployed find work. Many of these programmes grew out of earlier public works projects, in the United States particularly those implemented under the New Deal, designed to combat widespread unemployment in the developed world during the interwar period. Today, academic analysis of ALMPs is associated with economists such as Lars Calmfors and Richard Layard. Demand-side policies are The Factor Market refers to the market for factors of production: land, labor and capital. This chapter focuses on the Labor. Why is the studying of the Labor Market different from studying the Products Market. Because the sellers of labor (us) interested in more than just the wage rate: 1) working conditions 2) co-workers 3) commute (how long it takes to get to work) 4) promotional opportunities 5) prestige and fulfillment. Wage Rate. The amount that a firm/company pays a worker per hour, day or a certain time period. Teacher's definition: any hourly, daily or any other time unit of pay. Europe was seen to need both more efficient labour markets and some European-level social policy. Since that time, the emphasis of European policy has changed to an increasingly neoliberal insistence on labour market deregulation without a compensating development of new social policy. First, labour markets can take a long time to clear, and since units of labour are human beings, they experience insecurity and anxiety if, while the market is adjusting, they suffer falling incomes and joblessness, without the support of social policy (this having been dismantled in the quest for reduced non-wage labour costs if a neoliberal programme is being thoroughly pursued). The US, therefore, served as a major example to imitate when the OECD and other